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PANEL ON CLASSICAL SIMPLE SUPPORTS
The usual 8th order Donne 11 equation of equilibrium for buckling under lateral pressure [2] may be written in non-dimensional form as
where X is a pressure parameter defined as in C8] by 
IF
The critical pressure pararpeters were computed with Eq. (6) tor two groups of typical panels. In one group (a/h) was varIed,whereas in the other the central angle of the panel 24 was varied. Table I shows the variation of the pressure o parameter A with (a/h) and In Table 2 Table 2 , were computed to draw
Figs. 2 and 3).
In the tables the approximate values of * and t >0 btained from Eqs. (9) and (8) in Table 2 A similar behavior may oe seen In Table 2b and Fig. 3 for 'Vh) a 2000.
Here the t for minimum X ot a complete cylinder is 30 but again at certain central angles the panels can bucKle at lower pressure».
From the numerical results it appears that X._ 0 of Eq. (8) is a suitable approximation for design of panels with SS3 type boundary conditions, except for narrow panels for which it may be too conservative.
EFFECT OF IN-PLANE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The influence of the in-plane boundary conditions along the curved edges of cylindrical panels will not differ noticeably from that found in complete cylinders under external pressure. Hence the curved edges need not be considered. Tables 3 and 4 .
If a mean curve is drawn in Fig. 3, a trend 
